Fig 2 – Algorithm for the screening and follow up of the HIVWHPV

- **HPV testing**
  - neg: Cytology
  - pos: HPV typing

  - neg: Repeat HPV typing
    - pos: Repeat HPV testing & cytology at 12 m
    - neg: Return to screening every 12 m

  - ≥ASCUS: Colposcopy
    - pos: Appropriate treatment
    - neg: Repeat HPV testing & cytology at 12 m

- **Cytology**
  - ≥ASCUS: Colposcopy
  - pos: Repeat HPV testing & cytology at 6 m
  - neg: Return to screening every 12 m

- **Hystology**
  - pos: Repeat HPV testing & cytology at 6 m
  - neg: Colposcopy

- **Test**
  - Test result
  - Timing for follow up